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Home furnishings maker Roche Bobois is diving back into television with a "French Art de Vivre" commercial.

For its return to the small screen, Roche Bobois worked with Wendy Morgan to direct its  television commercial
featuring its Mah Jong modular sofas and a cast of synchronized "swimmers." To further promote the commercial
before it hits television screens, Roche Bobois is relying on its social accounts.

A dip in the pool 
Set to an original soundtrack by Atom, a member of both C2C and Parrad, the commercial "plunges [viewers] into
the colorful, stylish and bold world of the French Art de Vivre' according to Roche Bobois."

The 40-second spot begins with a troupe of synchronized swimmers in bold bathing suits working to push singular
Mah Jong sofa sections together.

The swimmers pose, lounge and surf on the couch sections before creating a rectangular shape in various prints.
The sectionals used for the commercial were designed by Hans Hopfer, with the composition being designed by
Missoni Home.

When pushed together, the swimmers use white tables to create a diving platform and jump into the couches as if
they were a swimming pool. As the swimmers dive into the couches, the camera pans out to show a splash of
colorful pillows.

The commercial ends with a view of the pool from afar showing swimmers on the diving platform, sitting on the
pool's edge and floating in an inner-tube.

//

We are delighted to share our new advertisement with you, see it first as a premiere on social
networks. Directed by Wendy Morgan and with an original soundtrack by Atom, a member of
both C2C and Parrad, it plunges us into the colourful, stylish and bold world of the French Art
de Vivre' according Roche Bobois! #RBLaPiscineNous sommes ravis de partager avec vous
notre nouveau film en avant-premire sur les rseaux sociaux. Ralis  par Wendy Morgan et avec
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une bande son originale d'Atom, membre de C2C et de Parrad, il nous plonge dans l'univers
color, lgant et impertinent du "French Art de vivre" selon Roche Bobois ! #RBLaPiscine

Posted by Roche Bobois Paris on Tuesday, January 19, 2016

Recently, Roche Bobois has worked to increase visibility in a multitude of ways.

For example, Roche Bobois aligned with equestrian sports as the official sponsor of the 2015 Hampton Classic
Horse Show in Bridgehampton, NY.

During the event Aug. 23-30, Roche Bobois furnished the VIP lounge where top guests went to relax during the
tournament. Having placement at one of the largest horse shows in the U.S. enabled the brand to reach affluent
consumers in an experiential way (see story).
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